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Lately, there has been a prevailing scientific aspect that the 
traditional diet of the Mediterranean countries is the healthiest 
once, offering health, longevity and beauty.
This approach is credible, since it derives from scientific 
research conducted all over the world, in dependent of 
industrial or any other kind of interest. But what exactly is 
Mediterranean Diet? How did it actually start?
Traditional Mediterranean Diet reflects the typical dietary 
habits of the people around Mediterranean Sea and especially 
the inhabitants of Crete and South Italy, at the beginning of 
1960s. It is based on a simple preparation of tasty dishes, 
thanks to the large variety of products that are produced 
in those areas, while the recipes can easily be adapted to 
personal preferences.
The “menu” is simple, based on plain diet: vegetables, fruit, 
pulses, cheese, kneaded brown, bread, uncooked olive oil, 
nuts, fish, a little red meat and fat and a little home-made 
wine.
The Greek version of the Mediterranean Diet consists of 
Creek products that have shaped the dietary habits of the 
Greek people since antiquity. Information or the issue of diet 
in the antiquity  which comes from Homer’s Epics, tragedies, 
Plato’s “Symposium”, Plutarch and Aristotle, can prove 
extremely useful, since detailed elements on basic Kinds of 
nourishment are provided. It becomes clear, then, that bread, 
vegetables, onion, olives, olive oil, fish and shell-fish, wine, 
water and honey were the main ingredients ; the basis for 
many recipes. Comparing the above, it is obvious that since. 
Ancient Times, the dietary habits of the nations who live 
around the Mediterranean Sea have not changed to a great 
extend! Actually, this type of diet is going ground lately, since 
a plethora of researches indicate that Mediterranean people 
live longer, compared to the Americans and North Europeans. 
Particularly, at the beginning of the 1960’s, a research was 
conducted by the International Health Organisation, aiming 
to study the dietary habits of people from seven different 
countries, namely Greece, Italy, Yogoslavia, Holland, Finland, 
U.S.A and Japan. The results of this research showed that 
people around Mediterranean Sea and particularly in Greece 
shared less proportion of death-rate from cancer and cononary 
disease and lived longer compared to people from other 
countries.
Attempting to reveal the secret, the scientists believe that the 
particular natural way of life (working in the open-air and 
increasing physical activities) along with plain dietary habits-
the so- called worldwide Mediterranean Diet-was one of the 
reasons of this phenomenon.
Research is still in progress, confirming each time the 

great value of the Mediterranean Diet. A recent research by 
Mr. D. Trichopoulos Professor of Epidemics, at Harvard 
University and Medical School of Athens, published on 2nd 
July, 2008, illustrates the relation between healthy diet and 
cancer. The analysis of the research results, which observed 
the progress of 25.600 Greek people for 8 years, showed 
that Mediterranean Diet reduces the risk of cancer. As Dr. 
D. Trichopoulos explained :what makes Mediterranean Diet 
so beneficial is  the combination of foods and probably the 
chemical reactions of their ingredients”.
The advantages of the Mediterranet Diet, the positive effects 
on health and longlife, the constant reports on the press and 
the reputation it gained, resulted in a global increase of the 
demand of Mediterranean Products. 
Especially in Greece, every region bears its own microclimate 
and, therefore, agricultural products are different. All these 
products, however, have something in common. They are 
extremely tasty and serve as a basis for many eclectic dishes. 
Greek Mediterranean Diet, marks therefore, all regions of 
the country, but it is worth referring  to Crete Island and the 
production of pure Cretan products, ideal for this type of 
nutrition.
Crete is a blessed island with a good climate, fertile fields, 
plenty of water, creative and hard-working people whereas it 
incorporates a series of benefits being in the crossroads of the 
Mediterranean Sea, in the South part of the Balkan peninsula 
and for that reason, we have the opportunity to export Cretan 
products to the new emerging markets of Asia and Africa.
The fertile fields of Crete and the special climatic conditions 
contribute to the production of well-known agricultural 
products Famous for their excellent quality are the oranges, 
tangerines and tomatoes that are produced in every part of 
the island. Equally famous to the agricultural products is the 
Cretan cheese: hard and cream cheese distiguished for its taste 
and quality, produced by traditional methods.
Moreover, in all regions, there are huge olive groves that the 
famous olive oil with its excellent quality is produced. In fact 
it is considered to be one of the healthiest olive oils in Greece 
as the climatic conditions are regarded ideal for the growth 
of the olive tree. Finally, Crete is well-known for the tasty 
and healthy bread products, which are produced according 
to traditional recipes, such as the Cretan thick-barley cracker 
- the so-called “dakos”. At the same time history and tradition 
of more than 4.000 years, make Cretan wine, which is 
distinguished for its varieties and excellent taste. The fertile 
vineyards all over the island of Crete offer each region the 
opportunity to produce different varieties with exquisite 
flavour. It becomes obvious, therefore, that local Cretan 
products absolutely correspond to the Mediterranean Diet 
“menu”. However, for a further exploitation of the benefits, it 
is necessary for Cretan agriculture to respond to the demands 
of today and everyone involved – farmers, professionals, food 
companies public issues and government – to take action so 
as Crete becomes a pioneering region of Mediterranean Diet 
products, not only in the context of Creece, but in Europe, 
as well. Besides, our ancestors followed the same diet for 
centuries – why can’t we?

By Mr. Ioannis Gklavakis
Member of the European ParliamentThe Value of Mediterranean Diet
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“Electronic music creates a new enchanting sound, which can 
be heard by most people on Earth, however the charm of the 
sound of natural musical instruments is  gradually diminishing”, 
reported to “In-On” magazine Mrs Olga Kouklakis, a music 
composer of electronic POP music.
In cooperation with the French producer Marc Collin, she 
created the new C.D “Geta Life”, which has been released in 
France since January 2008, whereas the cover page was attended 
to by the Greek graphic designer Antonis Lomverdos.
Furthermore, she underlined that the preparation of her new 
C.D has started and it is due to release in 2009. Four years 
were needed for the first C.D to be  completed while living 
in France, she added. Also she continued saying that she was 
asked this year to write the music of two silent films of 1924, 
one Greek and one French.
Mrs Olga Kouklakis grew up in Athens but her origins are from 
village Kefalas, Rethymnon, Crete. Music came to her life at 
the age of eight, when she started attending piano lessons. 
Her great love is classical music, but she believes that cultural 
globalization is realized through modern electronic music, 
where all nations, despite their 
differences, come closer together.
She mentioned that music “brings 
people together but for this to be 
accomplished, new sounds must 
be created, probably not so close to 
people’s  traditions. It not absolutely 
necessary when we listen to a 
musical piece to comprehend its 
country of origin, since the point 
is to love and want to listen to it. 
Electronic music in not considered 
commercial and Folk and classical 
pieces can be performed, as well. 
However, as there are tendencies 
in every kind of music namely 
electronic music, which is fast and 
repetitive, the message is clear: 
the pace and boredom of modern 
industrialised cities is show”.
Apart from studying music, 
Mrs Olga Kouklakis attended 
the School of Graphics and Art 
in a Technological Educational 
Institution. She explained that 

the particular School helped her realise that “ the artist must 
be flexible, not totally absorbed in his own art. For instance 
a sculptor should complete studies in a corresponding school 
because then he/she would be able to project his/her work better 
using the latest digital technology and the Internet”. Regarding 
the Greek and particularly Cretan music, she commented that 
“ unfortunately music composers are unknown abroad because 
their work is not properly and continuously advertised. Maybe 
it is not to our concern, but if we want our music to be loved, 
we should present it regularly contacting with International 
Recording Studios. Cretan music can illustrate new paths, which 
can be incorporated to new International music collections”.

 Curriculum Vitae 
Olga was born in 1979 in Athens. She started playing the 
piano at the age of eight and since then, she has never ceased 
to be involved with music. In September 2001 she moved to 
Paris, where she continued to play music as a dj, attending 
lessons of Interior Decoration and modern music, at the same 
time. In January 2003, she released her first song in England 

(sumsonic.rec) “ Don’t look at 
me” under the name ODD and 
Starlet Working with the French 
company F. Communication. She 
participated in Jay Alanski’s live 
project ( aka Reminiscent Drive) 
and concerts playing Keyboards. 
In December 2003, she performed 
vocals for Fred Avril in the song 
“ Tv Dinner” (album “Members 
Only”, label Fcom) and in April 
2004, she performed vocals for 
Poni Hoax in the song “Budapest” ( 
label Tigersushi ).  “Budapest” was 
released in 2005, was included in 
collections in England (Fabric) and 
France ( les Inrocks ) and received 
the best comments in Europe. Her 
own project, produced by Mark 
Collin (Nouvelle Vague), the EP 
“Getalife” ( containing the remix 
of Blackstrobe) was released by 
PerfectKiss/Pias, while the complete 
album with 11 song is also released 
by the same company.

Love and respect for the customers are the 
main elements of the strategy of “Cap-
sis” Hotel Units, according to the owner, 
Mrs Capsis. “ I love my enterprises as 
my own children and before I procceed 
to novelties I think as a customer first”, 
she comments. Of course - as Mrs Helen 
Capsis elaborates - efficient administra-
tion and proper services to new visitors 
are of grave importance”.
Question: What are the new developent 
plans for “Capsis Enterprices”.
Answer: We have got thoughts and 
plans for developments based on 
concrete research. Top priority is not 
only the maintenance but also the further 
development of our three Hotel units, 
namely Capsis Hotel, Bristol Hotel in 
Thessaloniki and Astoria Hotel in Crete. In 
an attempt to forsee future developments 
in the field and, therefore, establish our 
company identity, certain changes are 
already in process, regarding a better 
coordination of our three hotel units. 
The clear aim is an even more efficient 
administration. Surely, a total renovation 
of our units and the appropriate service 
provision to our quests is our priority.
Question: To what extend is the new 
opening to countries such as Russia and 
China going to increase tourism in Crete.
Answer: Research shows that tourism will 
highly increase. Strange as it may seen, 
our company continues to depend on 
domestic tourism and for that reason our 
hotel units are preferred by the Greeks. 
Therefore, tourists from China and Russia can partly influence 
our strategy, since it is not totally based on these countries.
Question: How has the feminine perspective influenced the 
development of the company?
Answer: Both “Bristol” and “Capsis” in Thessaloniki, as well as 
“Astoria” in Herakleion are identical to the words “experience” 
and “tradition”. Personally, of course, it’s something deeper. I 
feel them as my “own children”. I have devoted considerable 
time and energy and if you want, my greatest satisfaction is 
to take pleasure while achieving my efforts. I have loved my 
hotels as I have my children.
The philosophy of Capsis Hotels and what they represent 

today, sterns from a basic and inviolable 
principle: never offer less than what you 
want to be offered. The key of our success 
lies in the notion that everyone in Capsis 
Hotels thinks and functions as a customer 
first and especially as a customer with 
increasing demands.

Curriculum Vitae
I was born in Athens on November 16th, 
1953. I’ve lived in Athens all my life, 
apart from the period 1968-1971 when 
I attended school and completed my 
studies in Switzerland and additionally 
the eight years that I lived in Herakleion, 
Crete (19977-1985). I attended classes at 
Arsakeion School and College School of 
Athens bu finished Senior High School 
in Switzerland where I continued my 
studies in French Literature. As a student 
I revealed a great interest in businesses. 
At a time of inner quest, I realised any 
decision would determine my life in 
the future and my development as a 
bussinessperson. The fact that  I left 
home to study is to my view the greatest 
experience of all. In Switzerland I learnt 
a lot and matured, since I was forced to 
depend on my own so as to “survive” in 
a country completely different than mine: 
a quite country impeccably organised 
that offers plenty of opportunities, 
nevertheless, nothing really so exciting 
happens to stir things up.
Actually, in Switzerland I was brought 
in touch with another kind of tourism 

and subconsciously I began to compare it to the developing 
tourism in Greece. I still remember that when I was a student 
I first  stayed at the so called today “Boutique Hotel”. This 
type of hotel really impressed me and since then, the creation 
of a corresponding hotel in Greece, has become a “Fixation” 
for me.
To this end, this experience resulted in the creation of  “Bristol 
Hotel” in Thessaloniki. Its function started in 2000 and I have 
visualised it as a special, exceptional  place in the heart of the 
City. “Bristol Hotel” is by all means the one that carries my 
personal touch, not only in the decoration, but in the way it is 
run, as well.

First 
Ladies

Love and Respect for 
our customers 

is the key to success

Personalities
of Crete

OLGA KOUKLAKIS
A music composer of electronic POP music
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The Board of Directors of the Greek Centre of Marine 
Exploration is proceeding to a new expansion of the 

CretAquarium. The new design as it was explained by the 
General Manager Mr Michalis Papadakis, while interviewed 
for In – On magazine, makes provision for open pools 
containing new fish species as long as tours aided by 
experienced staff. It was also stressed that CretAquarium 
started its function on December 2005.
It belongs to the family of big European Aquariums and it 
gives its visitors the opportunity for a unique “dive” to the 
wonderful marine world of the Mediterranean Sea. From the 
huge sharks to the tiny sea horses and the phantasmagoria 
of meducas, the variety of marine life is illuminated in all 
its splendor. All is surrounded by underwater landscapes 
resembling the Cretan Sea, namely the Rocks of Matala 
(South Crete) and the seabed of Vai (Southeast Crete). 
The simulated scenery of the Mediterranean Sea is supported 
by 32 water tanks of total quantity of 1.600.00 litres of sea 
water and 50 different observation spots of more than 200 
Mediterranean species, allowing therefore, the visitor to 
“explore” the beauty of the sea at full length.
Modern audiovisual systems and pioneering interactive 
appliances such as information - points with touch screens, 
help the visitor get informed of the habits and habitats of the 
species through experience.
One can, also, tour in the inner part of the water tanks using 

underwater remote control cameras.
The automatic system of tour quidance provided in seven 
languages  in a form of a simple telephone appliance, offers 
the visitor’s the opportunity to retrieve information and 
comments according to time and preferences.
To the visitor’s disposal, there is a series of posters on the on 
the CretAquarium walls, presenting topics, which regard sea 
life and ecosystems.
Additionally, it was added that the unique “big” or “small” 
secrets of the Sea World of the Mediterranean Sea are 
revealed, offering fascinating pictures of a so close, yet, 
unknown world.
Education – Sensitizing
According to Mr Papadakis, the educational programmes 
that address pupils of Primary and Secondary Education, 
have  already started since February 2008. These educational 
programmes are especially attractive to the pupils, since they 
have the opportunity to observe not only living beings but 
also simulations of oceanic phenomena under the supervision 
of experts.
In fact, the pupils can observe a “Sea Laboratory”, established 
in a specially – designed room, where they can explore the 
invisible world of the sea, the tiny plankton for instance, 
though the use of stereoscopes and microscopes.
Therefore, the movements of the oceans, through 
experimental simulations are taught, while the younger 
pupils can also play educational games. To this end, the 
knowledge acquired in the “Sea Laboratory”, is combined 
with the exploration of the Mediterranean eco-system and its 
inhabitants. Mr Papadakis also mentioned that in co-operation 
with the European network of EUR-OCEANS, which 
investigates the climat’c changes in the marine eco-systems 
educational material was sent free to all schools of Crete. The 
material contained various marine topics, activities and easily 
– made constructions that can be realised at schools, and 
even a script competition ensuring that the best one will be 
released by a professional production group. At the end of the 
school year, a festival is to be held presenting marine themes 
as well as pupils’ projects. For more information visit www.
cretaquarium.gr or telephone 030 2810 337888.
Moreover, there is a specially - equipped hall with audiovisual 
systems of the latest technology that can hold 130 people, 
ideal for conferences, meetings, social activities, exhibitions 
or lectures. Daily during the  opening hours, the visitors can 
watch documentaries in the conference hall, regarding eco-
systems. It is worthvisiting  the Snack – Café, where one can 

enjoy coffee, refreshments or snacks. In the Aqua Shop, a 
variety of souvenirs and gifts inspired  by the marine world 
and ecology, are offered, satisfying  all tastes. 
Aims – Objectives
Mr Papadakis stressed on the aims and objectives of the 
CretAquarium as a place of entertainment that offers not 
only a unique, fascinating sight but also an informative and 
educational point the Mediterranean marine environment, 
through the use of equipment of the latest technology such 
as graphics, interactive techniques, modern multimedia etc, 
attractive to social groups of all ages.
In the context of educational activities, prior concern is given 
to the development of original educational programmes for 
Primary and Secondary Education alike, aiming at reinforcing 
a co-operation with both centres of environmental education 
and schools.
These educational programs are applicable to the curriculum, 
providing the pupils with knowledge and experience which 
stems from the observation of the marine world and is aided 
by modern technology and laboratory techniques.
It should also be noted that the nationalities of the visitors 
are the following: Greek 47,50%, German 11,80%, English 
9,60%, Dutch 4,90%, Russian 3,70%, Polish 2,80%, French 
2,40%, Czech 2%, Belgian 1,80%, Italian 1,70% and Swedish 
1,70%.
Ancient Minoans
During Prehestoric Era in East Mediterranean, 2000 BC, an 
important experiment was conducted that led to a wealthy 
and sophisticated civilization on the island of Crete. The 
legendary King Minoan from Knossos, gave his name to 
this civilization that lasted 600o years. During  his reign, 
magnificent palaces became the centre of religious and 
economic life as well as the Flourishment of high quality 
creative art.
Minoan Crete of that Era, being self-supporting and 
economically sufficient, ruled over Aegean Sea and 
maintained its influence and stability, providing to be an 
important Naval Power. The surrounding natural marine 
environment and its mysteries, highly impressed the 
inhabitants of Crete. The power of such an attraction is 
depicted in reproductions thematically related to marine 
world and its beings. Actually, in the middle of the millenium 
(1.500-1450 B.C), there was an important development in the 
artistic way the marine the mes were presented, known as the 
Era of “Marine Style”.
This period is characterised by a plethora of reproductions 
of sea creatures on fresco paintings, vases, pots, vessels, 
jewellery, sarcophaguses and engraved stones, fully detailed 
and realistically depicted that even 3.500 years later, the 
scientists are enabled to identify the exact type and name of 
the species that the ancient artist presented. Moreover, shells 
and fish bones decorated the holly treasures in the impressive 
and elegant palaces, accompanying the dead during their “last 
voyage”, as well.
The sensitivity of Minoan Art that is not only merely 
decorative, includes all elements of a narrative synthesis that 

allows one to concider that Ancient Minoans were the very 
First observers of the magnificent Marine World, and why 
not, the first marine biologists.
A series of destructive events, natural disasters and invasions 
resulted in the fall of this extraordinary civilization and finally 
to its total catastrophe and disappearance. The beautiful 
pictures of dolphins, fish and octopuses on ceramic material 
and small art objects were replaced by simple designs, 
respectable for their technical approach, without inspiration, 
though. The Dark Ages that followed marked the great 
Minoan achievements for ever, some of which survived 
through centuries offering a glimpse of the splendor of this 
amazing Era.

CretAquarium is being expanded  

Ancient Minoans were the first biologists

Curriculum Vitae
Mr Michalis Papadakis is the Director of CretAquarium 
“Marine World” since 2004 while from 2000 to 2004 he 
was responsible for Development and Substructure in 
MBIC.
From 1987 to 2000 he was the Administrative and 
Financial Manager of Marine Biology Institute of 
Crete and Secretary of the Scientific Council from 
October 1987 until December 1997, supervising 25 
people. One basic obligation was the contribution to the 
developmental design of the Institute.
The Institute is a non-speculative constitution with 
an average annual budget of 4.402 million euro and 
120 people personnel, responsible to materialize 
40 competitive projects every year. The principle is 
90% self-supporting and only 10% of the budget is 
provided by national subsidy. It is an independently 
administrative constitution, whose direct responsibilities 
include: the development, the design and the 
observation of the Department of Administrating 
Projects (European, Competitive, Developmental, 
Educational, International, analyzing the cost of private 
projects, services and products).
- Construction of budgets
- Head of financial Services
- Head of funding
- Head of salary /wages paying
- Responsible for the  Department of Products and 
Services Promotion and Technology Transport
- Head of Development
- Head of Administrative Services
From 1992 until 1995 he realised Contractive Studies 
on Atlantic and Mediterranean Fishery, a programme 
Financed by the European Union Materialization by 
Mare. as.
In 1980 he  completed Post Graduate Studies “Diplome 
d’ etude approfondies (DEA) in the field of Economics 
and social development specialised in: Politics and 
Development programming at the University of Paris 
I, Sorbone. In 1976 he  graduated from the School of 
Business and Economics in Thessaloninki, Business 
Administration Department.
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